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SPIRAL BE;AM ACCELERATOR MODEL RESULTS 

Stirling A. Colgate and A .. J. Schwemin 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physh::s 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July, 1953 

ABSTRACT 

A model of the spiral bea~ accelerator or beam buncher has been 

made --full scale in dimensions but reduced in·current and voltages. The 

basic result of the model was an accelerator with 60 £ 5 percent phase ac

ceptance under conditions" of central r.od potential, angular momentum, and 

transit time factor considerably more modest than originally conceived. The 

bunching and beam stability were similarly favorable. 
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SPIRAL BEAM ACCELERATOR MODEL RESULTS 

Stirling A._ Colgate and A. J. Schwemin 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July. 1953 

INTRODUCTION _ 

The spiral beam accelerator originated from the need for a phase 

stable linear accelerator to be used in the low voltage region up to 1 Mev 

capable of handling large currents - up to 10 amps, having a large phase ac

ceptance - up to 100 percent, and giving a beam well bunched in velocity and 

space for injection into another accelerator. The proposed method of doing 

this was to introduce charge in the form of a central rod (50 to 100 kilovolts 

negative) in the center of the beam, the rod being coaxial with the drift tubes 

of an ordinary Sloan-Lawrence type linear accelerator. By giving the ac

celerated particles angular momentum a;round the central rod (in addition to 
~. _;,,I; 

their axial motion) a stable "Kepler orbit11 is established that prevents the 

particles from striking the inner central rod or outer coaxial drift tubes. The 

particles execute helical orbits around the centrat,:rod and are well confined 

between a minimum and a maximum radius by the d. c. potentials involved. 

The details of the orbit - stability, shape, current dertsity, and susceptability 

to perturbations are discussed in detail in report UCRL-1820. -This report 

describes an experimental model test of the theory. 

The basic result of the model was an accelerator with 60 :f: 5 per

cent phase acceptance under conditions of central rod potential, angular 

momentum, and transit time factor considerably more modest than originally 

conceived. The bunching and beam stability were similarlyfavorable. 
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The model was designed to be full scale in dimensions and frequency 

for a buncher for Mark I, but with low current and the voltages scaled by one

half. This gave the following conditions: 

1. Bore .diameter: 6 in. 

2. Central rod diameter: 3/4 in. 

3. Frequency: 12. 6 megacycles 

4. Ratio of gap to cell length: 0. 2 

5. Constant voltage_gain per gap: 10 kv 

6. Central rod voltage: 50 kv 

7. Injection voltage: 25 kv 

8. Twelve drift tubes giving a final energy of 120 kv. 

Limitations in the original design of the model caused a modification 

in items 6 and 7. The peak central rod voltage attainable was 40 kv, and the 

injection energy was 10 to 15 kv depending upon angular momentum. These two 

limitations were a product of the space requirements and practical control range 

of a beam mass spectrometer at the injection point and had no bearing on in

herent limitations of the spiral accelerator. 

GENERAL MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION OF BUNCHER 

The twelve drift tubes of the accelerator had an outside diameter of 

6 in. with 1/8 in. walls, (Figs. 1 and 2) supported by copper tabs alternately 

attached to either of two horizontal supporting rods 2 in. in diameter. These 

horizontal support rods formed the drift tube rf feed lines. and were connected 

to two vertical stems of the same diameter that went through the vacuum tank 

wall through two large ceramic insulators. These stems in turn were shorted 

and grounded at an appropriate point (about 4 feet above the tank) such as to 

make the two stems (with supporting rods and drift tubes) resonate against one 

another at 12.6 megacycles. This rf design by the first author was not satisfactory, 

but fortunately the requirements of the system were sufficiently modest. (The 

whole resonant loop should hav~ been inside the vacuum in order to minimize 
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losses.) The vertical stems were fed .cw from a 10 kw oscillator at the p:roper 

impedance points, giving .27 kv peak voltage between d.rift tubes. 

Sections .of 6 in .. diameter industrial. glass tubes are mounted in 

line with .the .drift tubes on both en:ds of the machine. The ion source injector 

with variable .controls was .mounted in a HT" s.ection while a .straight section o.f 

glass was used to house the measuring equipment at the exit of the buncher. See 

Figs. 3 and .4. 

A hard drawn copper rod .of 3/4 in. outside diameter was placed 

coaxially down the center o.f the ~drift tubes and extended from the injector to the 

exit of the buncher. This rod was supported by a high voltage insulator on the 

injector end,. and a formed piece of 3/16 in. glass rod in a ~"V" c.onfiguration at 

the exit end oi the buncher. The rod itself had a slight pre-set bend to compen

sate for sag between .the two end s.upports. The .central rod was terminated in 

a round polished bra.ss plug .at the exit end and a .ceramic .insulator on the in

jector end. An rf choke was mounted inside the central rod at the injector end 

to keep the ri appearing on the rod from getting into the high voltage power 

supply. 

The injector consisted of an rf ion. source, mass spectrometer, . 
focussing :electrodes and angular momentum paddle{Fig. 5). Since the injector 

is oper.ate.d at 10 kv above ground, the paladium leak heater, focussing .elec~ 

trode, focussing magnet, and extraction high voltage supply had to be is.olated 

from ground. The angular momentum paddle, beam collection .cup, and beam 

seleCting paddles were made adjustable.through Wilson seals at the bottom oi 

the nTrr s.ection of pipe. 

GENERAL BEAM CHARACTERISTICS 

The beam was a magnetically analyzed proton beam of 10 to 5.0 

microamps about 2 millimeters .in diameter at injection. The proton source 

wa.s 10 kilovolts positive with respect to ground; the beaJll was magnetically 

analyzed and separated at ground potential, and then accelerated to the 

negative central rod potential through the elecfrode B .. (See Fig. L) The 
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beam was .deflected a.zimuthally with respect to the central rod by the field 

betwe;en the adjustable angular momentum paddle .. (A) at ground potential and 

the extension o.f electrode (B) at negative central rod potential. By. adjusting 

the radial distance of the angular momentum paddle from the central rod, the 

radial velocity at injection could be made zero. This is .the condition for a 

hean1. orpit of minimum outside radius .. The inside radius .(as discussed in 

UCRL-1820) is .determined by the. angular momentum, and this in turn was 

varied by adjusting the azimuthal distance between paddle A and ele.ctrode B. 

Since the voltage between .them was constant {central rod voltage) this changed 

the .field strength and hence the degree o.f deflection oJ the beam in the azimuthal 

dir-e.ction. The .inside minimum beam radius .could be varied from 3/8 in. (i.e., 

g,razing the central rod, minimum angular momentum) to 2 in. (a .circular orbit 

at injection radius) which is just dynamically unstable, and is the maximum 

angular momentum. The injection energy into the rf .system is determined by 

the axial velocity of the beam after it has traveled down the bore a distance 

equal to approximately the diameter of the bore away from the perturbation of 

the electrodes (A and B). With no rf, this axial velocity is maintained for the 

length o.f the machine until the beam comes within a bore .diameter of the exit 

end. This concept of constant axial velocity (for no rf) throughout the major 

length o.f the machine is different from the ana1ysis in -~report UCRL-1820. 

There it was erroneously stated that the d. c. beam would lose energy uniformly 

throughout the length of the machine from an en.ergy o.f the central rod injection 

electrode - down to ground of the exit beam cup. It was shown experimentally 

that. the .axial velocity was .constant (with no rf) by observing visually that the 

"pitch" of the beam orbit was uniform throughout the length of the ma.chine. 

For normal conditions o,i injection, the .rrpitch" was about one-eighth the total 

length, or, about 8 inches. When this error wa.s recognized, it caused a change 

in.the injection energy, and so instead of re-instrumenting the proton source, 

additional drift tubes at the low energy end were added to accept a lower injec

tion energy. This resulted. in the fina1 injection .energy of 10 to 15 kv for the 

model. 
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At an early stage in .the .model development, .no magpetic analysis 

oJ the injected beam was .used. As a result,. the beam was composed principally 

of heavy ions - H 2+ and c+ and o
2
+, etc ... These ions foll~w the same d. c. 

traJec.tories as the H+ ion, and are much more visible due to their greater 

ionization. The .spiral beam could be observed through the entire .length of the 

machine, and it was at. this stage that it was .determined that there was no beam 

loss between injection and the exit end with -no rf. . The. 11pitch11 of the helical 

orbit agreed with theory. 

ACCELERATOR DRIFT TUBE DESIGN 

On. the basis of electrolytic .tank meas.urements, (described in UCRL-

182·0)-it was .determined that a transit time factor o.f 5.0 percent was a reasonable 

estimate for all gaps of the accelerator. For simplicity of the rf c.ircuit, a 
.. 

constant energy gain of 10 kv per gap was .chosen and a drift tube .table was made 

acc.o.rdingly. However, it was not recognized until after the completion .o.f 

measurements that another a.ssumption had been made, namely that the rf phase 

at a given instant of time was .constant for the entire length oi the .accelerator. 

That the latter was not so .c~n be seen .from the fa.ct that the drift tube support 

rods, with drift tubes, a.ct like a .loaded line s.o that the phase at either end of 

the line _is retarded with respe.ct to the .center. It is estirnat.ed that the phase 

at th.e ends of the machine was retarded :something .like 5 percent with respect 

to .the center. This means that a particle entering ,the accelerator sees a 

region oJ increasing phase so that it must gain more ene.rgy than for constant 

phase, and in the second half, decreasing phase and so less energy gain per 

gap to stay in step. 

This modifies. the begi~ning part of the accelerator so that the pro

tons .must gain.11 kv per gap and in the second half only 9 kv. This effect is in 

the direction to lower the phase acceptance of the a.ccelerator, because the 

injection end is just .where one wants. small accelerating .voltages and a large 

synchronous phase angle. In another model, these conditions could readily 

be obtained. 
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PHASE ACCEPTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Phase a.cceptance is ,defined as the ratio o,£ acceler.ated beam cur

rent. to injected beam current. Because the acceleration was rather modest in 

.the model (110 kv), it was ,difficult to determine uniquely the difference between 

accelerated and unaccelerated or injected beam. Magnetic fields were not 

practical because o.£ the large .diameter and divergence (without central rod) of 

the .exit beam. In orde.r to detect the accelerated beam with certainty from 

particles o.£ lower energy, a beam cup was made with an entrance foil of alumi

num 170 micrograms/cm2 .thick. (Fig. 6.) This definitely exlud~d all particles 

of-less than 65 kv energy, and had a transmission as .a function oJ proton energy 

as given in Fig ... 7. This fractional transmiss.ion is due to charge exchange. 

The first transmission curveci was deri~ed .from actual meas.urements on the 

bevatron Cockroft-Walton injecto'r,. and the second from calculations from 

charge exchange figures by .James A. Philips oJ Los Alamos .and ionization loss 

figures by Wilcox (Phys. Rev. 74, 1743 (1948)). In the phase acceptance mea

surements, an accelerated beam energy of 110 kv was assumed. This was based 

on a later measurement of the beam energy, and gives a .correction to the 

transmitte.d current of 3.0 percent . 

. The inje.cted beam ,and the .exit beam with.~ rf showed the .same 

.current,. which implies no b~arn loss th-rough the length of the accelerator under 

d. c .. conditions. This was .checke.d by using a small Faraday cup to intercept 

the beam at the injector end and a 1arg.e cup at the exit end. 

With a positive bias of 45 volts .or greater on the sma.ll injector cup 

the ratio between injected current and .current at the end of the machine were 

the san1e. The ratio was constant for the conditions (1) when the small cup was 

biased,. (2) for" the full range o.f angular momentum for stable orbits and (3) for 

central rod voltage greater tha.n 10 kv. 'It was not necessary to bias the large 

cup at the .exit end of the buncher because of the high negative central rod 

voltage which kept the secondary electr.on emission from the cup from returning 

to the accele.rator or to ground. 

Phase a.cceptance measurements .Were then made as a function of 

the rf peak voltage by taking the ratio of the accelerated beam through the foil 

with .. rf to the d. c. beam into foil with no rf. Both foil and cup were separately 

metered at all times. 
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The phase acceptance as a. function of rf voltage with the 30 perce~t 

correction .for foil transmission .for three different central rod voltages is given 

in Fig_ 8. In addition, the phase a.cceptance was .found to be quite independent 

oj angular momentum in the r.egion where the d. c. beam was stable. Changing 

the angular momentum from maximum to minimum changes the injection energy 

from 10 to 15 kilovolts. 

The .fa.ct that some beam was accelerated at an rf voltag.e o.f 15 kilo

volts, shows that the .transit time factor wa.s considerably better than 50 percent, 

i .. er, 75 percent at .15 ki~ovolts. This .could be taken advantage of in another 

model-by decreasing ,the synchronous phase angle at the higher energy end of the 

accelerator where the beam is bunched. However, the peak phase acceptance 

occurred at 20 kilovolts,, which agrees with an estimated 50 percent transit 

tim.e factor near the injector end .. 

ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE. ACCELERATED BEAM 

Since the accelerated beam diverges quite rapidly after leaving the 

field of the central rod and is spread into a large aomut~ shaped beam, magnetic 

analysis of the energy is very difficult. To .overcome this diverging effect, it 

wa.s decided to analyz.e small.sections of the beam at a time. To do thil'!,· a 

pl10sphor plate wa.s made so that it was .adjustable and sections of the accelerated 

beam. were tracked for several in.ches and recorded. From this information, a 

small torroidal deflection magnet was made to fit inside the exit glass section 

with the pole tips following .the plotted path of the beam. (Figure 9.) A 

grounded metal plate with a phosphor covering .the front side was secured to 

the bending mag;net. Another similar phosphorized plate with a.ccurate vertical 

and horizontal calibrations was placed to the rear of the magnet,• and 1/8 in. 

aperture was .drilled in.Jhe masking plate so that a small section of the beam 

would enter between the .deflection magnet pole pieces. With .this apparatus, 

different sections of the beam were analyz.ed to determine the energy and the 

energy spread of the beam. The magrtet was .calibrated by the magnet group 

before tests were run. 
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The energy spectrum of the accelerated beam was monoenergetic 

to ± 5- percent which agrees with.the estimate made of the bunching in velocity 

that should take place for 12 .drift tubes. The abs.olute energy of the beam was 

not determined as accurately, but lay between 90 to 110 kilovolts. There wa.s 

a component of the beam small in magnitude that had an .energy of 65 kilovolts, 

but this was not ihcluded in the phase acceptance mea.surements because of the 

small foil transmission at this .energy. 

BUNCHING MEASUREMENTS 

To obtain information on bunching, several different methods were 

.used-and results compared. The fi.rst method tried made .use of a Faraday 

cup9 which fed a 955 cathode follower amplifier. This .then ran into a .300 ohm 

coax line to a 517 Tektronix Scope. Because of the small beam current, enough 

signal could not be secured to give adequate results. Amplification of the 

signal was limited by the large amount of pickup in the equipment and lines from 

rf from the drift tube oscillator and rf on the ion source chamber. 

A second method employed the generation of X-rays proportional 

to the beam current which were detected with a scintillation .detector. The X

ray generator was a _lattice build up of brass strips, with a retarding g,rid in 

the- front and an accelerating g.rid in the rear. (See Fig. 10. ) The beam 

striking the lattice produced s.econdary electrons which were then focussed and 

accelerated through a 50 kv d. c. field onto a 0. 001 in. molybdenum foil. Some 

of the X-rays thus produced struck a .stilbene crystal at the end o.f a light pipe 

leading to a 5819 photomultiplier. The signal was fed from the multiplier to a 

.517. Tektronix scope. This method worked well, but was hard to photograph 

because o_f the sweep jitter in the scope over the many sweeps .required to get 

a clear photograph. _(See Fig_s. 11 and 12.) 

A differ.ent method oJ sweeping the scope was used to resolve infor

mation from the counter. An rf pickup loop was .coupled .from the drift. tube 

oscillator and directly to the s.cope .defle.ction plates presenting a .circular 

sweep, (Fig. 13). The peak on. the left corre.sponds to the bunch. 
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A visual analysis .o.f single s.cope traces gave the result that the 

beam was bunched in .a current versus time picture o.f 40° full width at half 

maximum out of 360°, o.r approximaJe~ya 10 percent bun.ch. This wa.s 

m.eaaure.d at a distance of two c.e!llengths from the last gap,. s.o that this ob

se.rved bunching indicated a yelocity spread of less than 5 percent, or an 

energy full width of less tha,nlO percent~ .This is in agreement with the pre

vious measurement .oJ e,nergy .spread.:> 

E.FFECT OF RAD,IAL SUPP~R TS OF THE. CENTRAL ROD 

If a central rod accelerator· is.to be used for considerable lengths, 

itis evident that some t}rpe of support for the central.rod .must be provided. 

With this .in mind, radial perturbations were introduced at the injector end and 

at .the exit end of the a.ccelerator. · 

At the injector end, the perturbation is most. s.erious. Here, it was 

deter.m.i11ed experimentally that a radial rod from the central rod, removes ap

proximately 15 pe.rcent of an azimuthallysymetric beam. At the hlg.h voltage 

end. the amot,mt removed was about 5 percent. These results agree with the .con

cept that the perturbation is .effective in lo.osing beam if the perturbing field 

e)(:tends .axially over a .region·where the beam changes radius by a larg.e frac

Uon.." The perturbation of a .radial support.extend's over an axial region equal 

to approximately the diameteroi the bore. At the 1pw voltage end~oj the ac

celerator, the ."pitch" of th~ h~lical o:rbit is .equal to 2. 5 diameters; at. the 

high energy end the pitch is equal to .7 .. 5 diameters. If the en.ergy of the beam 

w:er.-e izlcreased to the point whe.re c;entral rod supports .were needed, the field 

perturbation would' become .~egligibl~ and the beam loss .would be the geo

metrical area oJ the support. 

CONCLUSION, AND SCALING LAWS 

The principle advantages of the spi.ralbeam a.ccelerator are: 

~. For n,o rf, the radial stability is independent of axial velocity, _........ ' . . .. . 

s.o that the stability at the .injectio.n end can, be made correspondingly large by 

keeping the rf fiel~ls. small. 
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2. The presence of the negative .central rod neutralizes to Jirst 

order the effects of space charge defocus sing by introduCing ,charge into the 

.center of the beam. 

3. The physical bulk of the stabilizing .system '(central rod) is 

.small and scal:s as the axial. velocity ... This means that the interelectrode 

capacity is kept small at the low voltage end of the accelerator, and thus the 

power requirements a.re reduced. 

4. Since the power reql,lir,ements of the stabilizing system are 

ne.gligible, drift spaces of any conv_enient length .can be used between various 

s.ections of an accelerator,. provided de bunching is .not a problem, 

5. The exit beam is .donut shaped in. cross section. This .can be 

either an advantage o.r disadyantage, depending upon. application. 

6. The stability co.nditions are ,non.-critical to either electrical or 

mechanical changes. 

To take a.dvantage of these characte.ris.tics, the ,following ,approximate 

design criteria .can serve as a guide. 

1. The .energy gai'n per gap fo:r large phase acceptance should be 

approximately one-: third o.f the ~central rod voltage at .the injection end. After 

.four or five drift t-ubes the energy gain per ,gap can be considerably increaseQ. 

provided the synchronous phase angle is corresppndingly dec.rease.d. This cor

responds .to the beam being bunched and then crossing the gap at a time o.f s~all 

net. radial forces . 

. 2. A larger praduct of frequency times bore diameter times the 

.s.quare root of the .centraL rod voltage ,should give better phase ac.ceptance, be

cause it makes .the percentage change in beam radius per cell length smaller, 

and con.s.equ~ntly, the change in radial energy smaller. For example, an ac

cele.:r.ator with a 2 in. hor.e_ di;:nneter, 48 megacycle and 50 kv on the .central roq. 

would-give 2 -Mev in_ about .20 ft; fe•etlength~ 

3 ~- The maximum practical energy for such an ac.celerator is 

determined by the criterion that .the maximum drift tube length should be ,less 

than two or three bore diameters~ This implies ,that the capacityto the 

ce.ntral rod o.f each drift .tube be:),less ,than the capacity to the adjoining drift 

tubes, i.e., the circulating current losses due to the .central rod a.re smalL 
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By increasing the frequency up to 48 megacycles, changing frequency for higher 

energy end of the machine, and using as many as six phases instead of two, the 

energy could be taken up to 100 Mev. This would still imply four or five drift 

tubes per stem so that power losses would be correspondingly low~ There is 

apparently no need for phasing of rf at points of frequency change along the 

lengtn of such an accele.rator becaus.e the phase match can be made by a region 

of low rf field gra.dient (four or five drift tubes) at the new frequency, adia

batically shifting and .chopping the beam bunch into a new phase. 

This ability of changing frequency at will at any point with no beam 

loss and no phase matching would be useful for injecting into a very high fre

quency accelerator. The usual alternative for high frequency injection are: 

1. Very short drift tubes with large field interpen.etration and cor

responding poor efficiency or -

2. An increased celllenght of ~71= 3/2 or greater, implying .more 

rf power for a g,iven final energy. 

The spiral accelerator on the other hand, could be used to accelerate 

at a lower frequency and then shift to a higher frequency after an energy of 1 to 

10 Mev had been attained. The high frequency beam would be partially modulated 

with the injection frequency. 
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Fig. 2. The beam buncher. 
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Fig. 3. The ion source end. 
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Fig. 4. Loo ; ing down the accelerator 
bore frorn the exit end. 
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Fig. 5. The ion source and mass 
separating magnet. 
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Fig. 6. Beam cup with 170 microgram/ crn2 A l foil. 
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Fig . 8 
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Fig. 9. Beam spectrum deflecting magnet. 
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Fig. 10, X -ray generating lattice. 
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Fig. 11. The horizontal axis in time. The vertical axis 
in X-ray intensity. The S pi~ ~ er arc beam pulses. 
Single traces showed good bunching. Trig g er 
jitter made the composite picture broad. 
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Fig. 12. The horizontal axis is time. The vertical axis 
in X-ray intensity. The Spiker arc beam pulses. 
Single traces showed good bunching. Trigger 
jitter made the composite picture broad. 
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Fig. 13 
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